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Abstract  
Our workshop has three primary goals. The first goal is 
community building: we want to get text entry 
researchers that are active in different communities 
into one place. Our second goal is to promote CHI as a 
natural and compelling focal point for all kinds of text 
entry research. The third goal is to discuss some 
difficult issues that are hard or near impossible to 
handle within the traditional format of research papers. 
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Introduction 
Text entry is a culture preserving device [3] and 
therefore of tremendous importance for our society. As 
a consequence, it is not surprising that the art of 
designing new text entry methods has been practiced 
for hundreds of years. For example, monks in 12th 
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century Europe already used some of the techniques 
we use today when crafting text entry methods, such 
as word frequency analysis [3]. The technological 
developments during the 20th and 21st centuries have 
accelerated the need for better text entry methods for 
a wide array of application domains and devices. With 
email, instant messaging and social networking 
technologies, text entry since the late 20th century has 
become the principle basis for communication. For 
users with motor impairments, or other disabilities, new 
text entry methods enable faster communication, which 
can dramatically improve people’s quality of life. 

Areas of active research include designing text entry 
methods for mobile phones (see [3,5,16] for extensive 
overviews), video games (e.g. [14]), wall-sized 
displays (e.g. [8]), surfaces (e.g. [1,2]), wearable 
computers (e.g. [4]), and for augmentative and 
alternative communication (AAC) devices that help 
users with communication difficulties interact with the 
people around them (e.g. [12,13,15]). Another active 
research area is support for non-Western languages 
(e.g. [7]). However, these research efforts are today 
scattered across multiple communities, such as human-
computer interaction (HCI), augmentative and 
alternative communication (AAC), speech recognition, 
human factors, and accessible computing. There is a 
need to reach out and (re)connect with these 
communities outside HCI so that we can inspire and 
learn from each other. We strongly believe CHI has the 
potential to become the central nave for text entry 
research. However, for this to happen we have to 
actively arrange events which bring together people 
from all these communities. 

There are also many research concerns that involve the 
entire text entry community. Some of these are about 
the design of our experiments and the metrics we 
choose to use. Other goals are about our legacy. Since 
text entry researchers are spread across different 
fields, many text entry methods are forgotten or 
described in insufficient detail for later generations of 
researchers to fully appreciate them. We therefore want 
to unify the text entry community and discuss how we 
can create a curated archive of text entry methods. 

Workshop goals 
 Community building: Today text entry 
researchers are scattered across the human-computer 
interaction, intelligent interactive systems, 
experimental psychology, human factors, augmentative 
and alternative communication, natural language 
processing, and speech and signal processing 
communities. Furthermore, research in novel text entry 
solutions takes place in both academic and industrial 
research labs. We want to raise awareness of the 
research activities and priorities that concern people in 
different research fields and learn from each other’s 
successes and failures. 

 CHI focus: We want to make the SIGCHI 
community known to text entry researchers who may 
be more active in other communities (such as the 
augmentative and alternative communication or natural 
language processing fields). A goal of this workshop is 
to advertise CHI as a natural and compelling point of 
focus for all kinds of text entry research. 

 A constructive research dialogue: Since 
researchers are scattered across different research 
fields, the scientific dialogue is equally scattered. 
People in different communities may not be aware of 
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research progress and resolved controversies in 
neighboring fields. A major goal of this workshop is to 
bring all these people together to discuss some difficult 
issues that are hard or near impossible to handle within 
the traditional format of research papers. 

 
Panel topics for text entry 
The workshop will be structured as a series of panels 
that involve a large part of the text entry community. 
While we encourage suggestions for panel topics in our 
call for workshop papers, we believe the six panel 
topics below are of tremendous importance for our 
community: 

 Ensure scientific quality of the highest caliber: 
Do we need to develop standards for text entry 
evaluations? Many metrics for evaluation have been 
proposed for measuring text entry performance within 
tightly controlled experiments (e.g. [9]). Similarly, 
there are attempts to standardize phrase sets (e.g. 
[6,10]). However, in the text entry literature, people 
often use incompatible methods for measuring text 
entry performance. Should we try to enforce a 
standard, and if so, how would such a standard be 
communicated and enforced? 

 Outreach and community building: How do we 
reach out to the text entry research communities 
outside HCI? For example, how would we reengage 
with the AAC community? Currently there are 
concurrent efforts to design accessible text entry 
methods, such as text entry methods that minimize the 
amount of physical effort required to write text (e.g. 
[13]). By combining efforts we may increase the rate of 
progress in text entry research. 

 Maintaining our legacy: How can we create and 
maintain a curated text entry archive for the benefit of 
current and future generations of text entry 
researchers? Many text entry methods risk becoming 
forgotten or ignored when new generations of 
researchers continue to create new methods. This is 
particularly so due to the scattered nature of text entry 
methods. For example, an HCI researcher may not 
realize that relevant text entry research may exist in 
the AAC community, and vice versa. We think a shared 
and clearly advertised high-quality archive of text entry 
methods developed and maintained by the active 
research community would be tremendously helpful for 
text entry researchers in all research fields.  

 New environments and technologies: Which 
contexts, situations, and environments require, or will 
require, better text entry methods in the future? For 
example, as wall-sized displays and large surfaces 
become more prominent we predict that the demand 
for high-quality text entry methods will increase. 
Another underexplored topic in text entry is context of 
use—how do people actually use advanced text entry 
methods in, for instance, truly mobile tasks, such as 
writing while walking in a noisy airport terminal? How 
can we reliably measure text entry performance in such 
environments? 

 Enabling technologies and methods: What new 
technologies, methods and techniques can generate 
new text entry methods? For instance, advances in 
signal processing, machine learning and sensor 
technologies may open up a range of new possible text 
entry methods. As an example, a recent paper used 
crowdsourcing and state-of-the-art natural language 
processing algorithms to create high-quality statistical 
language models for AAC devices [11]. 
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 New metrics and goals: Are speed and accuracy 
always the best metrics to report in our publications? 
How do we measure the success of a new input system 
designed to improve literacy, or one that enables an 
individual to communicate with others for the first time 
ever? How should the goals of text entry research 
evolve and what metrics should we adopt as a 
community to ensure that we can meet these goals? 

 
Conclusions 
The text entry community is currently very active and 
regularly makes significant contributions to both the 
research literature and our society at large. However, 
our community is scattered across different research 
fields, such as HCI, AAC, speech recognition and 
natural language processing. There are also a number 
of topics that are difficult to discuss in the traditional 
format of technical papers. This workshop serves to 
unify the text entry community and center it at CHI.  
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